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3D Render, overview of the installation
2.1m x 3m x 2m
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3D Render, detail of the LCD screens displaying CGI plants

3D Render, detail of the installation
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Floral Automaton is an installation project of a vegetal wall 2.0 - an artificial wall responding directly to its physical environment. Made of
various electronic components and a metallic armature with suspension cables, this wall gets animated by data collected from the Libelium
sensors and interpreted by Agile.
The ambient humidity will influence the speed of rotation of computer fans. The level of CO2 will activate bird sounds. The
luminosity will be therefore compensated by LED lights and if the temperature gets to high, a water cooling system will be activated.
Finally, if all the conditions are in favour of a natural flowering, LCD screens will show the growth of computer generated plants.
This installation is willing to be spectacular and interrogative. As its name suggests, this project deals with the automation of digital
lives and their relation to the physical world by questioning the relation between human, machines and nature. The use of IoT technologies
allows this wall to visually translate informations hardly quantitatives by human senses and to illustrate the mechanism behind invisible
autonomous digital structures, such as ‘targeted advertising’ or ‘High Frequency Trading’. In a pedagogically meaningful way, the IoT
technologies will aim to bridge between the virtual and the physical. The aesthetic language used to create this installation is inspired by
cybernetic subcultures (1) and urban agricultures (2). These two references will allow to create a coherence between the materiality of the
object and its intentions.

(1) example of case modding

(2) example of a vegetal wall

ARTIST STATEMENT
As an artist, I am interested in the impact of the use of electronic devices on the human condition and more precisely on its ambiguous
potency to fulfil our needs for escapism. Through my practise I try to extend my research by making and engaging with physical things.
Therefore, my work takes different forms such as installations, sculptures, objects and digital animations. I like using industrial production
techniques and also hijacks of ready made objects. It allows me to develop a visual language that communicates with consumers and
industrialists in the goal to stimulate the dialogue between the two. I would say that my work’s practical purpose is to initiate thoughts and
reflection on our contemporary relation with objects and the industry. By analysing subcultures and counterculture’s processes of products’
appropriation, I try to analyse their ideologies often symptomatic of social and societal ideologies. Living these days in a world where the
virtual is competing with the material, most of the things that influence our behaviours are intangible - it then seems to me quite interesting
to try making the material and the digital collaborate by combining different mediums.
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The render images on page 1 & 2 show the ideal composition for the installation and give a sense of the object’s size and elctronic
components used for the installation. The following information will need to be concluded during the development process. The object can
also be directly fixed on an existing building wall, depending on the space given.

Electronic Components:
- 4 LCD screens
- 12 computer fans
- 4 LED lights
- 4 speakers
- 1 amplifier
- 1 Water Cooling System (tubes, clamps, pump)
- 8 Raspberry Pi
- Main power

Hardware and materials:
- Stainless Steel cable (diam. 2.5mm)
- Aluminium Ferrules
- Vertical Balustrading Systems
- Stainless Steel Crossover Clips
- 60x30mm Steel Box sections
- Leveling Feet
- Laser Cut Aluminium Plates

In case of rain, this installation can be covered (front and back) by a transparent PVC fabric (TBC).
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Artificial Mesmerism
www.thomas-grogan.com/artificial.html

Promenade
www.thomas-grogan.com/promenade.html

Droning About Drone
www.thomas-grogan.com/drone.html

Tingling
www.thomas-grogan.com/tingling.html

Motion Sickness
www.thomas-grogan.com/motion.html

Feel the gum
www.thomas-grogan.com/feel.html

Attachment
www.attachment.cc

Car Voice Contest
www.thomas-grogan.com/car.html

